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The first continuouswave sources of radio
frequency power were
AC generators; in 1907,
a Swedish engineer
named Ernst
Alexanderson designed
a large alternator that
could generate 100 kHz at about 20,000 rpm. By 1911, DeForest's crude Audions
were being used as amplifiers, and it's a safe bet that very soon after that,
someone ran into the unwritten rule: if you want to design an oscillator, build an
amplifier.
There's evidence that several inventors, Lee DeForest and a Russian named
Popov among them, were observing tube oscillations and trying to understand
them. But it was Edwin Armstrong who applied for the first patent for a vacuum tube
oscillator in 1913 while he was still a college student. DeForest won a patent suit
later, even though he apparently never fully understood the way his own tubes
operated.
Armstrong's oscillators used
coupled inductors in plate and
grid circuits. By 1915 two more
American inventors -- W.E.
Hartley and Edwin H. Colpitts -had patented variations in
triode oscillators using singleinductor resonant tanks and
capacitance coupling. Figure 1
shows simplified schematics of
the three types of oscillators.
It's easy to breadboard these
simple circuits, but they all
share one unpleasant
characteristic. They drift around
in frequency with supply voltage changes, parts temperatures, and maybe even the
mood of the operator!

Testing Crystals
Researchers struggled with this problem for a couple of years. Then a professor at
Wesleyan University named W.G. Cady, working with quartz crystals, stabilized an
oscillator at a steady frequency related to the crystal's natural period of vibration.
His papers, published from about 1920, establish Cady as the inventor of the
crystal oscillator. Crystals for radio oscillators are easy to obtain these days. Let's
breadboard a circuit or two.
Figure 2 is a
practical circuit made
from junk box parts
and can be powered
by batteries. The tube
is a filamentary triode.
I used a type '31 and I
built it with clip leads
to grab the two
terminals of the
crystal so that I could
test at different
frequencies. The
circuit goes into
oscillation when the
phase of feedback
from the tank through
the grid-plate
capacitance is just right.
The tank circuit is made up of a plug-in coil (25 turns #28 [double cotton covered]
on a 1 1/4 inch 4-pin coil form) and a 450 pF variable capacitor. With voltages
applied, all you do is to move the tuning cap around to find the best oscillation
point, watching the plate voltage on a 'scope. The coil in the picture works fine from
about 1000 to 2300 kHz. if the crystal is any good.
Some crystals in my junk box just wouldn't start, and some were plenty active. So
this makes a good tester if you have lots of surplus crystals of doubtful lineage. You
can monitor the frequency on any nearby receiver; one with a digital tuner lets you
measure the crystal accurately (or vice versa!)
Make a Transmitter
My neighborhood is infested with kids up to the age of fifteen or so--the age when
I was getting into maximum trouble. Thinking to lead them astray in a different
direction, I donated a couple of Hallicrafters S-38 sets to a pair of kids who live
about 300 yards apart. I told them that, if they got interested, I would show them
how to make simple transmitters so they could talk to each other.

Figure 3 is the schematic of
the transmitter--a crystalcontrolled design using a 6BE6
modulated by a 6AK5 speech
amplifier. It's basically a
development of a standard
phono oscillator circuit. I chose
the RF parts to allow the
transmitter to operate at 1690
kHz. The coil is the same one
used in the breadboard test
circuit; the capacitor is a 300
pF mica trimmer set at about
150 pF.
To avoid running afoul of FCC
emission rules for unlicensed
operation, as stated in Part 15
of Title 97 (1, 2), the output of
this thing has to be limited. The input power to the final stage, the 6BE6, must not
exceed 0.1 watt; the antenna can't be more than 3 meters in length.
Looking at the schematic, you'll see that the power supply is line-isolated. I used a
Stancor P-6375 transformer rated at 6 volts, 2 amps to light the tube heaters and
make 120 volts of B plus. Any transformer with split 120-volt primaries can be used
this way; you use one of the primaries as an isolated secondary, keeping the load
power at half the transformer's rating to be safe.
The 6AK5 gives a voltage gain of almost 50, so that a crystal mic will give nearly
100% modulation of the carrier. There is about 10 volts of RF across the 1690 Kc
crystal, and at the plate of the 6BE6 there can be as much as 100 volts of
modulated carrier. You adjust
the tank capacitor with the
antenna plugged in.
Shunt feed to the output tank
keeps DC off the antenna. The
resistor marked "R legal" is of a
value that keeps the 6BE6
plate current starved enough to
meet the 100-milliwatt power
limit, and the 10-foot antenna
lead is plenty long enough to
get across the distance
between the kids' houses. The
antenna is made of three coat
hangers soldered together with
a banana plug at the feed end.
The "key" is a pushbutton on
the front panel.

I made the chassis for this from pieces of copperclad - my material of choice.
When finished, I soldered in a bottom plate to keep curious fingers out.
After I built this "breadboard," I fired it up into the ten-foot wire and drove around
my palatial country estate in a golf cart with a portable radio to see how far the
signal would carry. It was pretty much gone 600 yards down the hill to our main
road. With a pair of good receiving antennas, the kids will be able to hear each
other just fine across their 300-yard distance.
By the way, this circuit makes a nice little radio station for your home. Short out
the key, feed in a tape of some old-time radio programs, and you can tune in the
show on all the old radios in your collection (They do all work, don't they?).
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Notes On Development of Crystal Control
After the Curies, the first application of the piezoelectric effect was made by Prof.
P. Langevin in France in 1917. Langevin used X-cut plates of quartz to generate
and detect sound waves in water. His object was to provide a means for detecting
submarines and his work led to the development of SONAR and to the science of
ultrasonics, the results of which are still making headlines (viz., the recent
announcement of the successful use of ultrasonic imaging in mammography).
Langevin's work stimulated others to investigate the phenomenon of resonance in
piezoelectric crystals. Among those who became interested were A.M. Nicholson of
the Bell Telephone Laboratories and Prof. W. G. Cady at Wesleyan University. Both
men, working with Rochelle salt, observed the reaction of the resonant piezoid on
the driving circuit and both applied for patents based upon their observations.
Subsequent litigation resulted in a legal decision in favor of Nicholson who is
therefore considered to be the inventor of the piezoelectric oscillator.
In 1919 Cady used a quartz piezoid to control the frequency of an oscillator and in
a series of papers during the next three years he described the use of quartz bars
and plates as frequency standards and wave filters. It is generally accepted that
Cady was the first to use a quartz piezoid to control the frequency of an oscillator
circuit.
Both Nicholson and Cady used devices which would today be called monolithic
resonators, having two sets of electrodes on the same crystal. It remained for Prof.
G. W. Pierce of Harvard University to show, in 1923, that a quartz plate with only
one set of electrodes could be made to control the frequency of an oscillator circuit
using only one vacuum tube. Pierce's circuit has probably been used more than
any other quartz crystal oscillator circuit.
In 1924 A.T.& T.'s station WEAF in New York City became the first in the United
States to control its frequency with a quartz crystal unit (Note: see p.23 for an illustration
of the WEAF transmitter and also p.25 for a mention of crystal control at station KMMJ in the 1930s-ed.) Within a few years all radio stations went to crystal control, thus providing

another market for quartz crystal units.

